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LDAP_DIRECTORY_SYSAUTH is set to YES.
 
 
Users requiring DBAs access have been granted the sysdba enterpriserole in Oracle
Internet Directory(OID).
 
 
SSL has been configure for the database and OLD and the password file has been
configured for the database.
 
 
User scott with sysdba privilege tries to connect remotely using this command:
 
 
$sqlplusscott/tiger@DB0l As sysdba where DB01 is the net service name.
 
 
Which authentication method will be attempted first?
 
 
A. authentication by password file 
B. authentication by using certificates over SSL 
C. authentication by using the Oracle Internet Directory 
D. authentication by using the local OS of the database server 
 

Answer: A

 

 

In which three scenarios is media recovery required?
 
 
A. when a tablespace is accidentally dropped from a database 
B. when archived redo log files are lost 
C. when data files are lost 
D. when one of the online redo log members is corrupted 
E. when all control files are lost 
 

Answer: A,C,E
Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/A87860_01/doc/server.817/a76993/recoscen.htm
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You want to export the pluggable database (PDB) hr pdb1 from the multitenant container
database (CDB)CDB1 and import it into the cdb2 CDB as the emp_pdb1 PDB.
 
 
Examine the list of possible steps required to perform the task:
 
 
1.Create a PDB named emp_pdb1.
 
2.Export the hr_pdb1 PDB by using the full clause.
 
3.Open the emp_pdb1 PDB.
 
4.Mount the emp_pdb1 PDB.
 
5.Synchronize the emp_pdb1 PDB in restricted mode.
 
6.Copy the dump file to the Data Pump directory.
 
7.Create a Data Pump directory in the emp_pdb1 PDB.
 
8.Import data into emp_pdb1 with the full and remap clauses.
 
9.Createthe same tablespaces in emp_pdb1 as in hr_pdb1 for new local user objects.
 
 
Identify the required steps in the correct order.
 
 
A. 2, 1, 3, 7, 6, and 8 
B. 2, 1, 4, 5, 3, 7, 6, 9, and 8 
C. 2, 1, 3, 7, 6, 9, and 8 
D. 2, 1, 3, 5, 7, 6, and 8 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Which three RMAN persistent settings can be set for a database?
 
 
A. backup retention policy 
B. default backup device type 
C. default section size for backups 
D. default destinations for backups 
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E. multiple backup device types for a single backup 
 

Answer: A,B,D
Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/backup.102/b14192/setup004.htm#i10197
39
 
 
 

 

 

On your Oracle 12c database, you invoke SQL*Loader to load data into the employees
table in the hr schema by issuing the command:
 
 
S>sqlldrhr/hr@pdb table=employees
 
 
Which two statements are true about the command?
 
 
A. It succeeds with default settings if the employees table exists in the hr schema. 
B. It fails because no SQL*Loader data file location is specified. 
C. It fails if the hr user does not have the create any directory privilege. 
D. It fails because no SQL*Loader control file location is specified. 
E. It succeeds and creates the employees table in the HR schema. 
 

Answer: B,D

 

 

Examine the RMAN command:
 
 
RMAN> BACKUP VALIDATE DATABASE;
 
 
Which statement is true about the execution of the command?
 
 
A. Block change tracking must be enabled before executing this command. 
B. The database must be running in archivelog mode for the successful execution of this
command. 
C. A complete database backup must exist before executing this command. 
D. The command checks for blocks containing all zeros, an invalid checksum, or a corrupt
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block header. 
E. The command checks for blocks that contain a valid checksum and matching headers
and footers, but that has logically inconsistentcontents. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

A complete database backup to media is taken for your database every day. Which three
actions would you take to improve backup performance?
 
 
A. Set the backup_tape_io_slaves parameter to true. 
B. Set the dbwr_io_slaves parameter to a nonzero value if synchronous I/O is in use. 
C. Configure large pool if not already done. 
D. Remove the rate parameter, if specified, in the allocate channel command. 
E. Always use RMAN compression for tape backups ratherthan the compression provided
by media manager. 
F. Always use synchronous I/O for the database. 
 

Answer: B,C,D
Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/backup.102/b14191/rcmtunin.htm
 
 
 

 

 

You notice performance degradation in your production Oracle 12c database. You want to
know what caused this performance difference.
 
 
Which method or feature should you use?
 
 
A. Database Replay 
B. Automatic Database Diagnostic Monitor (ADDM) Compare Period report 
C. Active Session History (ASH) report 
D. SQL Performance Analyzer 
 

Answer: B
Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E24628_01/server.121/e17635/tdppt_degrade.htm
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You plan to use the In-Database Archiving feature of Oracle Database 12c, and store rows
that are inactive for over three months, in Hybrid Columnar Compressed (HCC) format.
 
 
Which three storage options support the use of HCC?
 
 
A. ASM disk groups with ASM disks consisting of Exadata Grid Disks. 
B. ASM disk groups with ASM disks consisting of LUNS on any Storage Area Network
array 
C. ASM disk groups with ASM disks consisting of any zero padded NFS-mounted files 
D. Database files stored in ZFS and accessed using conventional NFS mounts. 
E. Database files stored in ZFS and accessed using the Oracle Direct NFS feature 
F. Database files stored in any file system and accessed using the Oracle Direct NFS
feature 
G. ASM disk groups with ASM disks consisting of LUNs on Pillar Axiom Storage arrays 
 

Answer: A,E,G

Explanation: HCC requires the use of Oracle Storage – Exadata (A), Pillar Axiom (G) or

Sun ZFS Storage Appliance (ZFSSA). 

Note: 

* Hybrid Columnar Compression, initially only available on Exadata, has been extended to

support Pillar Axiom and Sun ZFS Storage Appliance (ZFSSA) storage when used with

Oracle Database Enterprise Edition 11.2.0.3 and above 

* Oracle offers the ability to manage NFS using a feature called Oracle Direct NFS (dNFS).

Oracle Direct NFS implements NFS V3 protocol within the Oracle database kernel itself.

Oracle Direct NFS client overcomes many of the challenges associated with using NFS

with the OracleDatabase with simple configuration, better performance than traditional NFS

clients, and offers consistent configuration across platforms. 

 

 

 

 

Which three conditions must be met before you create a Virtual Private Catalog (VPC)?
 
 
A. A base recovery catalog should exist. 
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B. The owner of VPC cannot own recovery catalog. 
C. At least one target database should beregistered in the recovery catalog. 
D. The register database privilege should be granted to the virtual catalog owner. 
E. The recovery_catalog_owner role should be granted to the virtual catalog owner. 
 

Answer: C,D,E
Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/backup.111/b28273/rcmsynta013.htm
 
 
 

 

 

A telecom company wishes to generate monthly bills to include details of customer calls,
listed in order of time of call.
 
 
Which table organization allows for generating the bills with minimum degree of row
sorting?
 
 
A. a hash cluster 
B. an index cluster 
C. a partitioned table 
D. a sorted hash cluster 
E. a heap table with a rowid column 
 

Answer: B

 

 

You created a tablespace with this statement:
 
 
CREATE BIGFILE TABLESPACE adtbs
 
DATAFILE '/proddb/data/adtbs.dbf' SIZE 10G;
 
 
The tablespace is nearly full and youneed to avoid any out of space errors for the load of a
5 gig table.
 
 
Which two alter statements will achieve this?
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A. ALTER TA3LESPACE adtbs RESI2E 20G; 
B. ALTER TA3LESPACE adtbs ADD DATAFILE; 
C. ALTER TABLESPACE adtbs AUTOEXTEND ON; 
D. ALTER TA3LESPACE adtbs ADD DATAFILE '/proddb/data/adtbsl.dbf' SIZE 1QG; 
E. ALTER TA3LESPACE adtbs MODIFY DATAFILE '/proddb/data/adtbs.dbf
AUTOEXTEND ON; 
 

Answer: A,C

Explanation: http://www.techonthenet.com/oracle/tablespaces/alter_tablespace.php 

 

 

 

Which two statements are true about a common user?
 
 
A. A common user always uses the global temporary tablespace that is defined at the CDB 
level as the default temporary tablespace. 
B. A common user can have a local schema in a PDB. 
C. A common user connected to a pluggable database (PDB) can exercise privileges
across 
other PDBs. 
D. A common user can be granted only a common role. 
E. A common user with the create user privilege can create other common users, as well
as 
local users. 
 

Answer: B,E

 

 

user_data is a nonencryptedtablespace containing tables with data.
 
 
You must encrypt ail data in this tablespace.
 
 
Which three methods can do this?
 
 
A. Use Data Pump. 
B. Use ALTERTABLE. . .MOVE 
C. Use CREATE TABLE AS SELECT 
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D. Use alter tablespace to encrypt the tablespace after enabling row movement on all its 
E. Use altertablespace to encrypt thetablespace. 
 

Answer: A,B,C

 

 

Which three types of failures are detected by the Data Recovery Advisor (DRA)?
 
 
A. loss of a non-critical data file 
B. loss of a control file 
C. physical data block corruption 
D. logical data block corruption 
E. loss of an archived redo log file 
 

Answer: A,B,C
Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/backup.111/b28270/rcmrepai.htm#BRAD
V89728
 
 
 

 

 

Which two statements are true about unified auditing?
 
 
A. A unified audit trail captures audit information from unified audit policies and audit
settings. 
B. Unified auditing is enabled by executing make-fins_rdbms.mk uniaud_onioracle
ORACLE_HOME=SORACLE_HOME. 
C. Audit records are created for all users except sys. 
D. Audit records are created only for the DML and DDL operations performed on database
objects. 
E. Unified auditing is enabled by setting the audit_trail parameter to db, extended. 
F. A unified audit trail resides in a read-only table in the audsys schema in the system
tablespace. 
 

Answer: A,B
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Which three statements are true about unplugging a pluggable database (PDB)?
 
 
A. The PDB must be open in read only mode. 
B. The PDB must be dosed. 
C. The unplugged PDB becomes a non-CDB. 
D. The unplugged PDB can be plugged into the same multitenant container database
(CDB) 
E. The unplugged PDB can be plugged into another CDB. 
F. The PDB data files are automatically removed from disk. 
 

Answer: B,D,E

Explanation: B, not A: The PDB must be closed before unplugging it. 

 

D: An unplugged PDB contains data dictionary tables, and some of the columns in these

encode information in an endianness-sensitive way. There is no supported way to handle

the conversion of such columns automatically. This means,quite simply, that an unplugged

PDB cannot be moved across an endianness difference. 

 

E (not F): To exploit the new unplug/plug paradigm for patching the Oracle version most

effectively, the source and destination CDBs should share a filesystem so that thePDB’s

datafiles can remain in place. 

 
Reference: Oracle White Paper, Oracle Multitenant
 
 
 

 

 

A user issues a query on thesales table and receives the following error:
 
 
ERROR at line 1:
 
ORA-01565: error in identifying file '/u0l/app/oracle/oradata/ORCL/temp01.dbf'
 
ORA-27037: unable to obtain file status
 
 
Which two actions would you take to recover the temporary tablespace?
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A. Drop the tenpOi.dbf file, and then re-create the temp file. 
B. Add a new temp file to the temporary tablespace and drop the tempOi.dbf file. 
C. Shut down the database instance, start up the database instance in mount state, create
a new temporary tablespace, and then open the database. 
D. Take the temporary tablespace offline, recover the missing temp file, and then bring the
temporary tablespace online. 
E. Create a new temporary tablespace and assign it as the default to the user. 
 

Answer: D,E

 

 

Which four actions are possible during an Online Datafile Move operation?
 
 
A. Performing Block Media Recovery for a data block in the datafile being moved 
B. Executing DML statements on objects stored in the datafile being moved 
C. Flashing back the database 
D. Performing file shrink of the data file being moved 
E. Creating and dropping tables in the datafile being moved 
F. Querying tables in the datafile being moved 
 

Answer: A,B,E,F

 

 

Your database is running in noarchivelog mode. One of the data files belonging to the
system tablespace is corrupted. You notice that all online redo logs have been overwritten
since the last backup.
 
 
Which method would you use to recover the data file?
 
 
A. Shut downthe instance if not already shut down, restore all data files belonging to the
system tablespace from the last backup, and restart the instance. 
B. Shut down the instance if not already shut down, restore the corrupted data file
belonging to the system tablespace from the last backup, and restart the instance. 
C. Shut down the instance if not already shut down, restore all data files for the entire
database from the last backup, and restart the instance. 
D. Mount the database, restore all data files belongingto the system tablespace from the
last backup, and open the database. 
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Answer: C

 

 

The CATDBI2c database contains an Oracle Database 12c catalog schema owned by the
rc12c user.
 
The CATDB11 database contains an Oracle Database l1g catalog schema owned by the
RCII user.
 
A database with DBID=1423241 is registered in the CATDB11 catalog. Both the recovery
catalog databases are open.
 
 
In the CATDB12c database, you execute the commands:
 
 
Srman
 
RMAN> CONNECT CATALOG rc12c/pass12c8catdbI2c
 
RMAN> IMPOST CATALOG rc1l/pwdcatl19catdbl1 DBID=I423241;
 
 
What is the outcome of the import?
 
 
A. It fails because the target database and recovery catalog database are of different
versions. 
B. It succeeds and all global scripts in the sc:: catalog that have the same name as existing
global scripts in the RC12C catalog are automatically renamed. 
C. It succeeds but the database is not automatically registered in the Rc12c catalog. 
D. It fails because RMAN is not connected to the target database with DBID=1423241. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

While performing database backupto tape via the media manager interface, you notice that
tape streaming is not happening because RMAN is not sending data blocks fast enough to
the tape drive.
 
 
Which two actions would you take for tape streaming to happen during the backup?
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A. Configure backup optimization. 
B. Configure the channel to increase maxopenfiles. 
C. Configure a backup policy by using incremental backups. 
D. Configure the channel to increase capacity with the rate parameter. 
E. Configure the channel to adjust the tape buffer size byusing the 3LKSIZE option. 
F. Configure large_pool, if not done already. Alternatively, you can increase the size of 
G. LARGE_POOL. 
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

You create two Resource Manager plans, one for night time workloads, the other for day
time.
 
 
How would you make the plans switch automatically?
 
 
A. Use job classes. 
B. Use scheduler windows. 
C. Use the mapping rule for the consumer groups. 
D. Set the switch_time plan directive for both plans. 
E. Use scheduler schedules. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Which Oracle Database component is audited by default if the Unified Auditing option is
enabled?
 
 
A. Oracle Data Pump 
B. Oracle Recovery Manager (RMAN) 
C. Oracle Label Security 
D. Oracle Database Vault 
E. Oracle Real Application Security 
 

Answer: B
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Which two statements are true about recovering logically corrupted tables or table
partitions from an RMAN backup?
 
 
A. Tables or table partitions can be recovered by using an auxiliary instance only. 
B. Tables or table partitions with a foreign key cannot be recovered. 
C. Tables or table partitions can be recovered only when the database is in mount state. 
D. Tables or table partitions from the system and sysauxtablespaces cannot be recovered. 
E. Tables with not null constraints cannot be recovered. 
 

Answer: A,D
Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/BRADV/rcmresind.htm#BRADV695(Limitat
ions of Recovering Tablesand Table Partitions from RMAN Backups)
 
 
 

 

 

You create a default Flashback Data Archive FLA1and enable it for the EMPLOYEES table
in the HR schema.
 
After a few days, you want to alter the EMPLOYEES table by executing the command:
 
 
SQL> ALTER TABLE EMPLOYEES ADD PHONE NUMBER(12);
 
 
Which statement is true about the execution of the command?
 
 
A. It gives an error because DDL statements cannot be executed on a table that is enabled
for Flashback Data Archive. 
B. It executes successfully and all metadata related to the EMPLOYEES table before
altering the table definition is purged from Flashback Data Archive. 
C. It executes successfully and continues to store metadata related to the EMPLOYEES
table. 
D. It executes successfully but Flashback Data Archive is disabled for the EMPLOYEES
table. 
 

Answer: C
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Examine the RMAN commands executed in your database:
 
 
RMAN>CONFIGUREDEFAULT DEVICE TYPE TO disk;
 
RMAN>CONFIGURE DEVICETYPE DISK BACKUP TYPE TO BACKUPSET;
 
RKAN> CONFIGURE CONTROLFILE AUTOBACKUP ON;
 
 
You issue the command:
 
RMAN> BACKUP DATABASE;
 
 
Which two statements are true about the command?
 
 
A. It performs a log switch. 
B. It creates compressed backup sets by using binary compression by default. 
C. It backs up only the used blocks in data files. 
D. It backs up data files, the control file, and the server parameter file. 
E. It creates a backup of only the control file whenever the database undergoes a structural
change. 
 

Answer: B,E

 

 

You are administering a database that supports data warehousing workload and Is running
in noarchivelog mode. You use RMAN to perform a level 0 backup on Sundays and level 1
Incremental backups on all the other days of the week.
 
 
One of the data files is corrupted and the current online redo log file is lost because of a
media failure.
 
 
You want to recover the data file.
 
 
Examine the steps involved in the recovery process:
 
1.Shut down the database instance.
 
2.Start up the database instance in nomount state.
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3.Mount the database.
 
4.Take the data file offline.
 
5.Put the data file online.
 
6.Restore the control file.
 
7.Restore the database.
 
8.Restore the data file.
 
9.Open the database with the resetlog option.
 
10.Recover the database withthe noredo option.
 
11.Recover the data file with the noredo option.
 
 
Identify the required steps in the correct order.
 
 
A. 4, 8, 11, 5 
B. 1, 3, 8, 11, 9 
C. 1, 2, 6, 3, 7, 10, 9 
D. 1, 3, 7, 10, 9 
E. 1, 2, 6, 3, 8, 11, 9 
 

Answer: C

 

 

You are connected to a pluggable database (PDB) as a common user with the sysdba
privilege. The PDB is open and you issue the shutdown immediate command.
 
 
What is the outcome?
 
 
A. The PDB is closed. 
B. The PDB is placed in mount state. 
C. The command executes only if the common user is granted the set container privilege
for the PDB. 
D. The command results in an error because the PDB can be shut down only by a local
user. 
 

Answer: A
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Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/ADMIN/cdb_pdb_admin.htm#ADMIN13652
 
 
 

 

 

Which two statements describe the relationship between a window, a resource plan, and a
job class?
 
 
A. A window specifies a resource plan that will be activated when that window becomes
active. 
B. A window specifies a job class that will be activated when that window becomes active. 
C. A job class specifies a window that will be open when that job class becomes active. 
D. Awindow in association with a resource plan controls a job class allocation. 
E. A window in association with a job class controls a resource allocation. 
 

Answer: A,E

 

 

Which two statements are true regarding SecureFile lobs?
 
 
A. The amount of undo retained is user controlled. 
B. They can be used only for nonpartitioned tables. 
C. Fragmentation is minimized by using variable-sized chunks. 
D. They support random reads and writes of encrypted LOB data. 
 

Answer: C,D
Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/appdev.112/e18294/adlob_smart.htm#AD
LOB46113
 
 
 

 

 

You use RMAN with a recovery catalog to back up your database. The backups and the
archived redo log files are backed up to media daily. Because of a media failure, the entire
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database along with the recovery catalog database is lost.
 
 
Examine the steps required to recover the database:
 
 
1.Restore an autobackup of the server parameter file.
 
2.Restore the control file.
 
3. Start up the database instance in nomount state.
 
4.Mount the database.
 
5.Restore the data files.
 
6.Open the database with the resetlogs option.
 
7.Recover the data files.
 
8.Set D3ID for the database.
 
 
Identify the required steps in the correct order.
 
 
A. 1, 8, 3, 2, 4, 5, 7, 6 
B. 8, 1, 3, 2, 4, 5, 7, 6 
C. 1, 3, 2, 4, 8, 5, 6, 7 
D. 8, 3, 2, 4, 5, 7, 6 
E. 8, 1, 3, 2, 4, 5, 6 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Which two statements are true about the Automatic Diagnostic Repository (ADR)?
 
 
A. The ADR base is shared across multiple instances. 
B. The ADR base keeps all diagnostic information in binary format. 
C. The ADR can be used to store statspack snapshots to diagnose database performance
issues. 
D. The ADR can be used for problem diagnosis even when the database instance is down. 
E. The ADR is used to store Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) snapshots. 
 

Answer: C,D
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Identify three benefits of unified auditing.
 
 
A. It helps to reduce disk space used to store an audit trail in a database. 
B. It guarantees zero-loss auditing. 
C. It reduces overhead on a database caused by auditing,by having a single audit trail. 
D. An audit trail cannot be modified because it is read-only. 
E. It automatically audits Recovery Manager (RMAN) events. 
 

Answer: C,D,E

 

 

You issue the command:
 
SQL>ALTER DATABASE BACKUP CONTROLFILE TO TRACE;
 
Which statement is true about the command?
 
 
A. It creates a copy of the control file and stores it in the location specified in the
diagnostic_dest initialization parameter. 
B. It creates a file that contains theSQL statement, which is required to re-create the
control file. 
C. It updates the alert log file with the location and contents of the control file. 
D. It creates a binary backup of the control file. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

In which situation can you use Flashback Database?
 
 
A. whenundoing a shrink data file operation 
B. when retrieving a dropped tablespace 
C. when returning to a point in time before the restoration or re-creation of a control file 
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D. when returning to a point in time before the most recent open resetlogs operation 
 

Answer: D

Explanation:  

Reference is: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/backup.111/b28273/rcmsynta023.htm 

“TO BEFORE RESETLOGS” Returns the database to its state including all changes up to

the SCN of the most recent OPEN RESETLOGS. 

Note: FLASHBACK DATABASE can only return the database to a point before the most

recent OPEN RESETLOGS operation if your database has been upgraded to Oracle

Database 10g Release 2 or later. 

 

 

 

You restore and recover your database to anew host by using an existing RMAN open
database backup.
 
 
Which step must you perform next?
 
 
A. Execute catproc.sqi to recompile invalid PL/SQL modules. 
B. Open the database with the resetlogs option. 
C. Set a new database identifier (DBID) for the newly restored database. 
D. Use the RMAN set newname and switch commands to switch to new files. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

You are required to migrate your 11.2.0.3 database to an Oracle 12c database.
 
 
Examine the list of steps that might be used to accomplish this task:
 
1.Place all user-defined tablespaces in read-only mode on the source database.
 
2.Use the RMAN convert command to convert data files to the target platform's endian
format, if required.
 
3.Perform a full transportable export on the source database with the parameters
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VERSI0N=I2, TRANSPORTABLE=ALWAYS, and FULL=Y.
 
4. Transport the data files forall the user-defined tablespaces.
 
5. Transport the export dump file to the target database.
 
6.Perform an import on the target database by using the full, network_link, and
transportable_datafiles parameters.
 
7.Perform an import on the target database by using the full and transportable_datafiles
parameters.
 
 
Identify the required steps in the correct order.
 
 
A. 1, 3, 5, 4, 2, and 6 
B. 1, 2, 4, 6, 5, 3, and 7 
C. 1, 2,4, and 7 
D. 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Examine the output:
 
 
SQL > ARCHIVE LOGLIST
 
 
Database log modeArchive Mode
 
Automatic archivalEnabled
 
Archive DestinationUSE_DB_RECOVERY_FILE_DEST
 
Oldest online log sequence376
 
Next log sequence to archive378
 
Current log sequence378
 
 
Which three types of files are automatically placed in the fast recovery area?
 
 
A. Flashback data archives (FDA) 
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B. Archived redo log files 
C. Control file autobackups 
D. Server parameter file (SPFILE) 
E. Recovery Manager (RMAN) backup pieces 
 

Answer: B,C,E
Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/backup.112/e10642/glossary.htm#BRADV
526
 
 
 

 

 

Yourdatabase supports an OLTP workload. Examine the output of the query:
 
 
SQL> SSLECT target_mttr, estimated_mttr
 
FROM v$instance_recovery
 
Target_mttrestimated_mttr
 
---------------------- ---------------------------
 
076
 
To ensure faster instance recovery, youset the fast_start_mttrjtargh:t initialization
parameter to
 
30.
 
 
What is the effect of this setting on the database?
 
 
A. Automatic checkpoint tuning is disabled. 
B. The frequency of log switches is increased. 
C. The overhead on database performance is increased because of frequent writes to disk. 
D. The MTTR advisor is disabled. 
 

Answer: A
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You want to capture column group usage and gather extended statistics for better
cardinality estimates for the customers table in the SH schema.
 
 
Examine the following steps:
 
 
1. Issue the SELECTDBMS_STATS. CREATE_EXTENDED_STATS(‘SH’,
'CUSTOMERS')from dual statement.
 
2.Execute the dbms_stats.seed_col_usage (null,‘SH’,500) procedure.
 
3.Execute the required queries on the customers table.
 
4.Issue the select dbms_stats.reportwcol_usage(‘SH’, 'customers') from dual statement.
 
 
Identify the correct sequence of steps.
 
 
A. 3, 2, 1, 4 
B. 2, 3, 4, 1 
C. 4, 1, 3, 2 
D. 3, 2, 4, 1 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: Step 1 (2). Seed column usage 

Oracle must observe a representative workload, in order to determine the appropriate

column groups. Using the new procedure DBMS_STATS.SEED_COL_USAGE, you tell

Oracle how long it should observe the workload. 

Step 2: (3)You don't need to execute all of the queries in your work during this window. You

can simply run explain plan for some of your longer running queries to ensure column

group information is recorded for these queries. 

Step 3. (1) Create the column groups 

Atthis point you can get Oracle to automatically create the column groups for each of the

tables based on the usage information captured during the monitoring window. You simply

have to call the DBMS_STATS.CREATE_EXTENDED_STATS function for each table.This

function requires just two arguments, the schema name and the table name. From then on,

statistics will be maintained for each column group whenever statistics are gathered on the

table. 

 

Note: 

* DBMS_STATS.REPORT_COL_USAGE reports column usage informationand records all

the SQL operations the database has processed for a given object. 

 

* The Oracle SQL optimizer has always been ignorant of the implied relationships between
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data columns within the same table. While the optimizer has traditionally analyzedthe

distribution of values within a column, he does not collect value-based relationships

between columns. 

* Creating extended statistics 

Here are the steps to create extended statistics for related table columns

withdbms_stats.created_extended_stats: 

1 -The first step is to create column histograms for the related columns. 

 

2 – Next, we run dbms_stats.create_extended_stats to relate the columns together. 

Unlike a traditional procedure that is invoked via an execute (“exec”) statement, Oracle

extended statistics are created via a select statement. 

 

 

 

 

You want to back up a database such that only formatted blocks are backed up. Which
statement is true about this backup operation?
 
 
A. The backup must be performed in mount state. 
B. The tablespace must betaken offline. 
C. All files must be backed up as backup sets. 
D. The database must be backed up as an image copy. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Which statement is true aboutthe loss or damage of a temp file that belongs to the
temporary tablespace of a pluggable database (PDB)?
 
 
A. The PDB is closed and the temp file is re-created automatically when the PDB is
opened. 
B. The PDB is closed and requires media recovery at the PDBlevel. 
C. The PDB does not close and the temp file is re-created automatically whenever the
container database (CDB) is opened. 
D. The PDB does not close and starts by using the default temporary tablespace defined
for the CD 
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Answer: A

 

 

Which two statements are true about dropping a pluggable database (PDB)?
 
 
A. A PDB must be in mount state or it must be unplugged. 
B. The data files associated with a PDB are automatically removed from disk. 
C. A dropped and unplugged PDB can be plugged back into the same multitenant
container database (CDB) or other CDBs. 
D. A PDB must be in closed state. 
E. The backups associated with a PDB are removed. 
F. A PDB must have been opened at least once after creation. 
 

Answer: A,D
Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/ADMIN/cdb_plug.htm#ADMIN13858
 
 
 

 

 

You wish to create jobs to satisfy these requirements:
 
1. Automatically bulk load data from a flat file.
 
2.Rebuild indexes on the SALES table after completion of the bulk load.
 
 
How would you create these jobs?
 
 
A. Create both jobs by using Scheduler raised events. 
B. Create both jobs using application raised events. 
C. Create one job to rebuild indexes using application raised events and another job to
perform bulk load using Scheduler raised events. 
D. Create one job to rebuild indexes using Scheduler raised events and another job to
perform bulk load by using events raised by the application. 
 

Answer: A
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Identify three reasons for using a recovery catalog with Recovery Manager (RMAN).
 
 
A. to store backup information of multiple databases in one place 
B. to restrict the amount of space that is used by backups 
C. to maintain a backup for an indefinite period of time by using the KEEP FOREVER
clause 
D. to store RMAN scripts that are available to any RMAN client that can connect to target
databasesregistered in the recovery catalog 
E. to automatically delete obsolete backups after a specified period of time 
 

Answer: A,C,D

 

 

Examine the command to create a pluggable database (PDB):
 
 
SQL> CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE pdb2 FROM pdb1
 
FILE_NAME-_CONVERT = ('/disk1/oracle/pdb1/', '/disk2/oracle/pdb2/’) PATH_PREFIX=
'/disk2/oracle/pdb2';
 
 
Which two statements are true?
 
 
A. The pluggable database pdb2 is created by cloning pdb1 and is in mount state. 
B. Details about the metadata describing pdb2 are stored in an XML file in the
'/disk2/oracle/pdb2/' directory. 
C. The tablespace specifications of pdb2 are the same as pdb1. 
D. All database objects belonging to common users in PD3I are cloned in PD32. 
E. pdb2 is created with its own private undo and temp tablespaces. 
 

Answer: A,C
Reference:http://oracle-info.com/2013/07/27/12c-database-create-pdbs-plug-unplug/(see
the table, 4throw)
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You are administering a database that supports a data warehousing workload and is
running in noarchivelog mode. You use RMAN to perform a level 0 backup on Sundays and
level 1 incremental backups on allthe other days of the week.
 
 
One of the data files is corrupted and the current online redo log file is lost because of a
media failure.
 
 
Which action must you take for recovery?
 
 
A. Restore the data file, recover it by using the recover datafilenoredo command, and use
the resetlogs option to open the database. 
B. Restore the control file and all the data files, recover them by using the recover
database noredo command, and use the resetlogs option to open the database. 
C. Restore all the data files, recoverthem by using the recover database command, and
open the database. 
D. Restore all the data files, recover them by using the recover database noredo command,
and use the resetlogs option to open the database. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

View the Exhibit showing steps to create a database resource manager plan.
 
 
SQL>executedbms_resource_manager.create_pendingarea();
 
PL/SQLproceduresuccessfully completed.
 
3QL>execdbms_resource_manager,create_consumergroup
(consumer_group=>’OLTP,,comment=>,onlineuser’)
 
PL/SQLproceduresuccessfullycompleted.
 
SQL>execdbras_resource_raanager.create_plan(plan=>’PRIU3ER3',comment=>'dssprio’);
 
SQL>exec
 
Dbms_resource_manager.create_plan_directive(plan=>’PRIU3ER3’,group_or_subplan=>'
OLTP’,comraent=>'onlinegrp'CPU_Pl=>60);
 
PL/3QLproceduresuccessfullycompleted.
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✑

✑

✑

✑

After execting the steps in the exhibit you execute this procedure, which results in an error:
 
 
SQL> EXECUTEdbms_resource_manager. validate_pending_area ();
 
 
What is the reason for the error?
 
 
A. The pending area is automatically submitted when creating plan directives. 
B. The procedure must be executedbefore creating any plan directive. 
C. The sys_group group is not included in the resource plan. 
D. The other_groups group is not included in the resource plan. 
E. Pending areas can not be validated until submitted. 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: Default consumer group for all sessions that do not have an explicit initial

consumer group, are not mapped to a consumer group with session-to–consumer group

mapping rules, or are mapped to a consumer group that is not in the currently active

resource plan. 

OTHER_GROUPS must have a resource plan directive specified in every plan. It cannot be

assigned explicitly to sessions through mapping rules. 

 

 

 

 

Consider the following scenario for your database:
 

Backup optimization is enabled in RMAN.
Therecovery window is set to seven days in RMAN.
The most recent backup to disk for the tools tablespace was taken on March 1,
2013.
The tools tablespace is read-only since March 2, 2013.

 
On March 15, 2013, you issue the RMAN command to back up the databaseto disk.
 
 
Which statement is true about the backup of the tools tablespace?
 
 
A. The RMAN backup fails because the tools tablespace is read-only. 
B. RMAN skips the backup of the tools tablespace because backup optimization is
enabled. 
C. RMAN creates a backup of the tools tablespace because backup optimization is
applicable only for the backups written to media. 
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D. RMAN creates a backup of the tools tablespace because no backup of the tablespace
exists within the seven-day recovery window. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

You want to consolidate backup information and centrally manage backup and recovery
scripts for multiple databases running in your organization.
 
 
Which two backup solutions can be used?
 
 
A. RMAN recovery catalog 
B. RMAN Media Management Library 
C. Enterprise Manager Cloud Control 
D. Enterprise Manager Database Express 
E. Oracle Secure Backup 
 

Answer: A,C

 

 

Examine the following set of RMAN commands:
 
 
RKAN> CONFIGURE CHANNEL del DEVICE TYPE DISK FORMAT ' /u02/backup/%U' ;
RKAN> RUN
 
{
 
ALLOCATE CHANNEL chl DEVICE TYPE DISK;
 
EXECUTE SCRIPT arc_backup;
 
}
 
 
Which statement is true about the RMAN run block execution?
 
 
A. The script is executed and both DC1 and chi channels are used for script execution. 
B. The execution of the script fails because multiple channels cannot exist simultaneously. 
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C. The persistent configuration parameter, DC1, is overridden because a new channel is
allocated in the RMAN run block. 
D. The new channel, chi, is ignored because a channel has been configured already. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Which two statements are true about service creation for pluggable databases (PDBs)?
 
 
A. When a PDB is created, a service is automatically started in the instance with the same
name as the PDB. 
B. The defaultservice that is automatically created by a database at the time of PDB
creation can be dropped, provided a new additional service is created. 
C. A database managed by Oracle Restart can have additional services created or existing
services modified by usingthe srvctl utility for each PDB. 
D. Only a common user can create additional services for a PDB. 
E. When a PDB is created, a service with the same name as the PDB is created in the
PDB. 
 

Answer: C,E

 

 

You issue commands in SQL*Plus as the Oracle owner, to enable multithreading for your
UNIX-based Oracle 12c database:
 
 
CONNECT/AS SYSDBA
 
ALTER SYSTEMSETTHREADED__EXECUTION= TRUESCOPE=SPFILE;
 
SHUTDOWNIMMEDIATE
 
 
You then restart the instance and get an error:
 
STARTUP
 
ORA-01031:insufficientprivileges
 
 
Why does the startup command return the error shown?
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A. because the threaded architecture requires exiting from sql*pIus and reconnectingwith
sql*PIus / as sysdba before issuing a startup command 
B. because the threaded architecture requires issuing a new connect / as sysdba from
within sql*pIus before issuing a startup command 
C. because the threaded architecture requires authentication using a password file before
issuing a startup command 
D. because the threaded architecture requires connecting to the instance via a listener
before issuing a startup command 
E. because the threaded architecture requires restarting the listener before issuing astartup
command 
 

Answer: E

 

 

Examine the commands executed in CDBS ROOT of your multitenant container database
(CDB) that has multiple pluggable databases (PDB):
 
 
SQL> CREATE ROLE c ##role1 CONTAINER-ALL;
 
SQL> GRANT CREATE SESSION, CREATE TABLE TO c##role1 CONTAINER'ALL;
 
SQL>CREATE USER c##adnin IDENTIFIED BY orcl123;
 
SQL>GRANT c##role1 TO c##admin CONTAINER=ALL;
 
SQL> GRANT SELECT ON DBA_USERS to c##rola1 CONTAINER*ALL;
 
 
Which statement is true about granting the select privilege on the DBA_users view to the
c##ROLE1role?
 
 
A. The command fails and gives an error because object privileges cannot be granted to a
common user. 
B. The command fails because container is not set to current. 
C. The command succeeds and the common user cmadnxn can create a session and
query the D3A_users view incdbssoo? and all the PDBs. 
D. The command succeeds and the common user ct (admin can create a session in
cdbSroot and all the PDBs, but can only query the dba_users view in ct3S?cdt. 
E. The command succeeds and the common user c#(admin can create a session and
query the D3A users view only in cdbsrooi. 
 

Answer: C
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Your database is running in archivelog mode. Examine the initialization parameters you
plan to set for yourdatabase instance.
 
 
LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST_1 = 'LOCATION=/disk1/arch'
 
LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST_2 = 'L0CATI0N=/disk2/3rch'
 
LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST_3 = 'LOCATION=/disk3/arch'
 
L0G_ARCHIVE_DEST_4 = 'L0CATI0N=/disk4/3rch MANDATORY'
 
 
Identify the statement that correctly describes these settings.
 
 
A. An online redo log file is not allowed to be overwritten if the archived log file cannot be
created in any of the log_archive_dest_.n destinations. 
B. Optional destinations cannot use the fast recovery area. 
C. An online redo log file isnot allowed to be overwritten if the archived log file cannot be
created in the location specified for log_archive_dest_4. 
D. These settings work only if log__archive_min_succeed_dest is set to a value of 4. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Because of logical corruption of data in a table, you want to recover the tablefrom an
RMAN backup to a specified point in time.
 
 
Examine the steps to recover this table from an RMAN backup:
 
1.Determine which backup contains the table that needs to be recovered.
 
2.Issue the recover table RMAN command with an auxiliary destination defined and the
point in time specified.
 
3.Import the Data Pump export dump file into the auxiliary instance.
 
4.Create a Data Pump export dump file that contains the recovered table on a target
database.
 
 
Identify the required steps in the correct order.
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